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I. Introduction

COVID-19 has had a uniquely devastating impact on prisons and jails across the country. At one point, prisons and jails represented 44 of the top 50 COVID clusters in the United States.\(^1\) Criminal justice advocates, policymakers, and public health specialists alike are seeking information about the toll of the crisis and possible solutions to address it. To try to meet the demand for this kind of data, a handful of organizations are tracking the spread of COVID-19 in correctional facilities and related policy responses (see, for example, the data collection efforts of The Marshall Project, the Prison Policy Initiative, the Texas Justice Initiative, and the UCLA COVID Behind Bars Project). The information collected by these organizations sparked questions for our team of LBJ School researchers\(^2\) about Texas’ response to the virus in its correctional facilities and the more than 231 lives the virus has taken as of early October 2020. A forthcoming report will explore these questions in detail. In the interim, this brief offers a preliminary examination of some of the Texas-specific data about COVID deaths in prisons and jails.\(^3\)

Provided here are figures to help establish a shared understanding of the problem’s scope and a starting place for discussion about potential policy responses. The brief begins with some key datapoints for easy reference. Then, we provide an overview of the death toll of incarcerated people and people who staff Texas prisons and jails. We compare Texas’ prison deaths as a proportion of the prison population and infection rates with those for the state as a whole, the nation overall, and some peer prison systems in other jurisdictions. Next is an analysis of the demographics of people who died in terms of their age and race. We then briefly examine the legal status of those who died in custody, including their conviction status, sentences, parole eligibility, and conviction offense. By presenting this information, we hope to create a more detailed picture of the toll of COVID in Texas prisons and jails. The context and implications of the data will be examined in a future report.

This brief covers only state-operated prisons and county-operated jails. Our counts of COVID infections and deaths in Texas do not include federal prison facilities or Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) facilities.

Throughout this brief, the term “staff deaths” includes only those employees who worked in a state or local correctional facility at the time of their death from COVID, such as correctional officers, prison clergy, or medical staff. We did not include the deaths of any law enforcement officials, such as sheriff’s deputies working a patrol function, who were not working in a prison or jail at the time of their death. “Prison deaths” refers to deaths of people incarcerated in prisons. For Texas prison deaths, this includes individuals incarcerated in facilities operated or contracted by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ), whose custodial death report listed COVID as the cause of death, as well as deaths announced in statements released on TDCJ’s website as resulting from COVID. The term “jail deaths” refers to those people who died from COVID while detained in county-run jails, as determined by the jail agencies in their custodial death reports or reports to the Texas Commission on Jail Standards (TCJS).

All data used in this brief were collected beginning early March 2020 through our last update on October 4, 2020. For full calculation and sourcing details, see the Methodological Appendix.

---


2 The research for this report was conducted in conjunction with an Advanced Research course on “COVID and Corrections” at the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs at the University of Texas. Our research team is working on a number of related reports under the auspices of the COVID, Corrections, and Oversight Project, with the generous support of Arnold Ventures.

3 Our analysis relies heavily on the database of the Texas Justice Initiative (TJI), which tracks all deaths in custody in Texas and serves as an extraordinary resource for researchers, policy makers, advocates, and the media. We are grateful for the assistance and guidance of Eva Ruth Moravec, TJI’s Executive Director, and Margarita Bronshtein, TJI’s volunteer data scientist.
II. Key Datapoints

- At least 231 people have died from COVID in Texas correctional facilities. This includes staff, jail, and prison deaths.
- The prison death curve in Texas has remained stubbornly high since the start of the pandemic.
- Prison deaths account for 93% of deaths among people in custody.
- In one prison, the Duncan Unit, almost 6% of the incarcerated population has died.
- Men make up all jail deaths and 97% of prison deaths.
- The average age of death is 64 for people in prison. It is 56 for people in jail.
- The youngest incarcerated person who died from COVID was 28, and the oldest was 85. Both were incarcerated in state prisons.
- 21 people had served 90% or more of their sentence at the time of their death.
- 73% of people who died from COVID in prison did not have a life sentence.
- 80% of people who died in jails from COVID were not convicted of a crime.
- 58% of people who died in prisons from COVID were eligible for parole.
- 9 people who died in prisons from COVID were approved for parole but were not yet released.

III. Overview of COVID Deaths in Texas Prisons and Jails

How many people have died from COVID in Texas prisons and jails?

A total of 231 deaths due to COVID-19 have been reported from the start of the pandemic through October 4, 2020. As Figure 1 highlights, there have been 27 staff deaths, 14 jail deaths, and 190 prison deaths. The first deaths were in early April and since then, deaths have remained steadily high up to the time we published this brief.

Figure 1: Total Reported COVID Death Counts Associated with Texas Correctional Facilities
April 7, 2020 - October 4, 2020

27 reported staff deaths from COVID-19
14 reported jail deaths from COVID-19
190 reported prison deaths from COVID-19

These numbers will likely rise as TDCJ and county jails update custodial death reports. Agencies are required to report all deaths in custody within 30 days, but often amend reports much later, after an autopsy is conducted and the official cause of death is determined. It is also extremely important to emphasize that these numbers are conservative and there is a great risk of undercounting, especially for county jail deaths. People spend much shorter periods in custody in jails compared to prisons.
Because of high levels of “churn” in the jail population, it is possible that individuals contracted the virus in jail, were released, and then died on the outside. Also, some jails may have intentionally released people at risk of dying so that the death would not be recorded as a jail death.\footnote{Texas Commission on Jail Standards, 2019 Self Evaluation Report, 2019, \url{https://www.sunset.texas.gov/public/uploads/files/reports/Texas%20Commission%20on%20Jail%20Standards%20SER.pdf} (Accessed October 26, 2020); Sundaram, Arya, “How Texas Jails Avoid Investigations of Inmate Deaths,” Texas Observer, October 29, 2020, \url{https://www.texasobserver.org/how-texas-jails-avoid-investigations-of-inmate-deaths/}}

Moreover, in both prisons and jails, some people died without ever having been tested for COVID, and some died from a pre-existing medical condition worsened by COVID. Those deaths are not counted as COVID deaths.\footnote{Frontline, “Autopsy 101,” NPR & ProPublica, \url{https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/post-mortem/things-to-know/autopsy-101.html#:~:text=Autopsies%20usually%20take%20two%20to%20six%20weeks%20to%20prepare.}

Together, these factors contribute to the difficulty in providing a complete picture of the loss of life associated with COVID behind bars in Texas.

How have deaths from COVID in Texas prisons and jails changed since the start of the pandemic?

Figure 2 below shows the known COVID deaths in Texas prisons and county jails since the pandemic began up until September 2020. September data are faded in Figure 2 because the count is incomplete. While TDCJ and Texas county jails have 30 days after a death occurs to file a custodial death report with the Texas Office of the Attorney General, there are instances of reporting taking much longer. Because of this, we do not recognize September prison or jail death counts as complete and recommend caution in interpreting them. Figure 2 also contains the average daily population (ADP) of jails and prisons in the state to provide context about the relative size of these systems.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure2.png}
\caption{Number of COVID Deaths in Texas Prisons and Jails, by Month April - September 2020}
\end{figure}
How do deaths in Texas prisons and jails in 2020 compare to previous years?

The high number of prison deaths is striking compared to jail deaths. To determine whether this high level of deaths in prison is unique to 2020, we compared the total number of deaths in the pandemic period in 2020 to the same period in the last few years. Figure 3 shows that deaths caused by illness or natural causes are much higher this year than in the past few years. Also included in the calculation are deaths categorized as “other.” These deaths make up a small portion of the total number of deaths, but they include custodial death reports with undetermined causes or reports pending results or investigation. Because COVID deaths may be filed in any of these three categories, we include all three in our analysis.

Figure 3: Number of Deaths from Natural Causes, Illness, and “Other” in Texas Prisons During the Pandemic Period, by Year
April - September 2015 to April - September 2020

The number of deaths in custody in prisons from natural causes, illnesses, and “other” in 2020 far outpaces those deaths in any other year.

IV. COVID in Texas Prisons: A Comparative Analysis

The state prison system in Texas is run by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ). This section examines in more detail how COVID-19 has impacted TDCJ compared to other sectors of society and other prison systems, in both absolute terms and using rates to account for the size of the system. We do not have these analyses with jail death data because of the unique difficulty in capturing an accurate jail population count. A number of factors contribute to this difficulty, as explained in Section III.

How does Texas compare to other jurisdictions with respect to the number of COVID infections in prisons?

Figure 4 shows how the COVID infection numbers for people incarcerated in Texas’ prison system compared to the infection numbers for the other states that rank highest in this regard. More people in Texas prisons have contracted COVID than in any other prison system in the United States. Figure 5 shows a similar situation when it comes to the number of COVID infections for staff in these facilities – Texas tops the national comparison chart.
Texas has had more COVID infections of incarcerated people than any other prison system.

Texas has had more COVID infections among staff than any other prison system.

How does Texas compare to other jurisdictions with respect to the number of COVID deaths in prisons?

Raw numbers of deaths from COVID-19 in TDCJ facilities, both among incarcerated people and staff, far outpace deaths in any other state or federal prison system in the country. Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate this by comparing Texas to the next four states with the highest numbers of deaths among incarcerated people and staff, respectively.
Figure 6: The Top 5 Prison Systems for the Number of COVID Deaths of Incarcerated People
April - September 2020

Texas has had more COVID deaths of incarcerated people than any other prison system.

Source: Marshall Project and Texas Justice Initiative

TDCJ has experienced higher numbers of staff deaths than any other U.S. prison system. Figure 7 reveals that TDCJ has had more than double the number of staff deaths from COVID than the state prison system with the next highest number of deaths, California. The majority of states have had one or zero staff deaths.

Figure 7: The Top 5 Prison Systems for the Number of COVID Deaths of Prison Staff
April - August 2020

Texas has had significantly more staff deaths from COVID than any other prison system.

Sources: Marshall Project and Texas Department of Criminal Justice
How does Texas compare to other jurisdictions when it comes to the rates of COVID infections and deaths in prisons?

Since Texas has the country’s largest prison system, it is perhaps not surprising that it has the most COVID deaths in absolute terms. But even when we account for the size of Texas’ prison system by using rates instead of absolute numbers, Texas fares poorly by comparison. As Figures 8 and 9 below show, we found that people in Texas prisons test positive for the virus and die from COVID at higher rates when compared to the overall Texas population, the national average, and the national prison average.

**Figure 8: Comparing COVID Infection Rates for People in Texas Prisons to Other Incarcerated and General Populations**

**April - September 2020**

People in Texas prisons are testing positive for COVID at disproportionately high rates.

- 490% higher than the state of Texas as a whole
- 40% higher than the national prison population average
- 620% higher than the national average

**Figure 9: Comparing COVID Deaths per 10,000 People in Texas Prisons to Other Incarcerated and General Populations**

**April - September 2020**

People in Texas prisons are dying from COVID at disproportionately high rates.

- 140% higher than the state of Texas as a whole
- 35% higher than the national prison population average
- 115% higher than the national average
Compared to other jurisdictions with large prison systems, Texas performs relatively worse in preventing the spread of COVID infections and prison deaths. Figures 10 and 11 show that Texas has one of the highest rates of both COVID infections and COVID deaths of any large prison system.

**Figure 10: COVID Infection Rates per 10,000 People in Prison in the 10 Largest Prison Systems March - October 2020**

- **Texas** has the second highest rate of COVID infections.

**Figure 11: COVID Deaths per 10,000 People in Prison in the 10 Largest Prison Systems March - October 2020**

- Texas has one of the highest prison COVID death counts even when we account for the size of the system.
How does Texas compare to other states with respect to reducing the number of prison COVID deaths?

At the beginning of the pandemic, Texas had one of the highest numbers of prison deaths in the country. But of the four states with the highest prison death counts in this first stage of the crisis, Texas is the only state that has been unable to substantially reduce the number of COVID fatalities. As Figure 12 shows, other states started with higher numbers of deaths in prisons than Texas in April 2020, but took steps that had the effect of dramatically lowering the number of prison deaths in subsequent months. By contrast, the number of reported COVID deaths in Texas prisons remains stubbornly high.

Figure 12: Comparing States’ Success in Reducing the Number of Prison COVID Deaths Over Time
April - August 2020

Other states that started off with a high number of prison COVID deaths have been more successful in reducing deaths than Texas.

V. Location of COVID Deaths in Custody in Texas

COVID-19 is a disease that spreads very rapidly through certain communities, while others are not impacted at all. This is true for deaths from COVID in the prisons and jails of Texas, the vast majority of which have few or no deaths from COVID. Only a few facilities have seen significant numbers of deaths from COVID. This section details which facilities these are, and how they compare to the state as a whole.

Which Texas county jails have had deaths from COVID?

There have been reported jail deaths from COVID in 9 of Texas’ 254 counties. As Figure 13 shows, the Harris County Jail, with 6 deaths of people in custody from COVID, accounts for the largest share of jail deaths, over 40%. Every other jail with a COVID death has had only one death. The counties with jail deaths are primarily ones with a large population. Of these 9 counties, 4 have populations of over 2 million, and the other 5 have populations between 200,000 and 1 million. Among the 5 most populous counties in the state, only Travis County has not had any jail deaths from COVID.
Which Texas prison facilities have had the highest numbers of deaths from COVID?

TDCJ operated, or contracted for the operation of, a total of 106 facilities through most of the period of study. Out of those, almost half, or 46, have had at least one prison death. As shown by Figure 14, the majority of the 190 prison deaths are concentrated in just a few prisons, with 58% arising from just 7 TDCJ facilities.

Figure 13: Location of Jail COVID Deaths in Texas May - September 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Number of Jail Deaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bexar</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazos</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Paso</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarrant</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Texas Justice Initiative and the Texas Commission on Jail Standards

Figure 14: TDCJ Prison Facilities with the Highest Numbers of Prison COVID Deaths April - September 2020

Out of 106 TDCJ facilities, just 7 account for over half of the deaths from COVID.

Reported Prison COVID Deaths by Texas Prison Facility April - September 2020

- Duncan: 11%
- Estelle: 10%
- Pack: 9%
- Wynne: 9%
- Telford: 9%
- Stiles: 5%
- Jester III: 5%
- Other 99 Units: 44%

Sources: Texas Justice Initiative and Texas Department of Criminal Justice
The TDCJ facilities that have the highest number of deaths from COVID tend to be prisons that house large numbers of elderly incarcerated people as well as individuals with physical disabilities and serious medical conditions, such as the Duncan, Pack, and Estelle Units.

Even when controlling for the size of the facilities, these 7 prisons have a significantly higher percentage of their population dying from COVID than the TDCJ population as a whole, as shown in Figure 15.

**Figure 15: The Percentage of People Who Died from COVID in TDCJ Facilities with the Highest Numbers of Prison Deaths April - September 2020**

![Graph showing the percentage of people who died from COVID in TDCJ facilities with the highest numbers of prison deaths.]

To provide a sense of the extreme significance of the percentage of incarcerated people who died in these units, the Duncan Unit has had almost 6% of its incarcerated population die from COVID. This means that approximately one out of every 18 people housed at the Duncan Unit died from COVID in the span of five months. Even the percentage of incarcerated people who died at the Telford Unit, the unit with the lowest share of deaths among these 7 units, is more than twice as high as the TDCJ average. Notably, the percentage of people who died from COVID across Texas prisons as a whole is among the highest in the country.

**VI. Demographic characteristics of those who died from COVID in Texas prisons and jails**

This section explores some of the demographic characteristics of those who died from COVID-19 in custody in Texas prisons and jails, focusing largely on race and age. We also highlight characteristics of staff members who died from COVID.

**How have COVID deaths in prison custody affected different age groups?**

When looking at the ages of those who died from COVID in TDCJ facilities, Figure 16 shows that the vast majority are over the age of 55, with only 4 people dying under the age of 45. Because of the poorer health of people who are incarcerated, most health experts believe that their physical health more closely resembles that of a person 10 years older in the general population. In other words, people age 55 in prison have similar medical vulnerabilities to their 65-year old peers who are not incarcerated.6

---

Figure 16: Prison COVID Deaths in Texas by Age Group  
April - September 2020

Over 80% of incarcerated people who died from COVID in a Texas prison were over 55 years old.

Figure 17 shows that when these deaths are considered in light of the makeup of the Texas prison population, the harsh age impact of COVID in custody becomes unmistakable. While people under 45 make up over half of the TDCJ population, they account for just 2% of the COVID deaths. In contrast, individuals incarcerated in TDCJ prisons who are older than 55 are dying at significantly higher rates from COVID given their share of the TDCJ population. The percentage of COVID deaths among people aged 65-75 is 12 times their share of the population, and the percentage of COVID deaths among people over 75 is 26 times their share of the population.

Figure 17: Comparing Prison Deaths by Age Group to Age Makeup of the TDCJ Population  
April - September 2020

Older incarcerated individuals account for significantly more of the COVID deaths in Texas prisons than their share of the Texas prison population.
How have COVID deaths in custody affected different racial groups?

Figure 18 shows that Black people account for a significantly larger share of prison COVID deaths than their share of the general Texas population, but their share of prison COVID deaths is proportional to their representation in the Texas prison population. However, Hispanic people are somewhat over-represented in prison COVID deaths compared to their representation in the TDCJ population, while White people are somewhat under-represented.

![Figure 18: Comparing the Racial Breakdown of Prison Deaths to the Racial Demographics of Texas and the TDCJ Population April - October 2020](image)

What are the demographic characteristics of those who died from COVID in Texas jails?

Among the 14 jail deaths, 8 of those individuals who died were Black, 3 were Hispanic, 2 were White, and 1 had no race information. Thus, Black people make up over half of the jail deaths from COVID. However, the sample size (14 deaths) is too small to draw any conclusions about the demographics of people who died in jails.

The average age of those who died from COVID while in custody in Texas jails is 56, eight years younger than the average age of death among those who died in TDCJ facilities.

What are the demographic characteristics of corrections staff who died from COVID?

Among the 27 correctional staff who died from COVID, the majority were correctional officers working in TDCJ facilities.\(^7\) Also included in the total death count are chaplains, a nurse practitioner, a commissary manager, and a cannery worker. There have also been 5 deaths among county jail employees. Analysis of the data about staff deaths reveals that:

---

\(^7\) Note that TDCJ does not release information on the race of staff who died from COVID.
• 37% of the staff who died had less than 5 years to Texas’ retirement age (age 65).
• 22% were at or past the age of retirement.
• The average age of death for staff is 57. The youngest staff member who died was 36, while the oldest was 77.

VII. Conviction and Sentencing Status of Those Who Died from COVID in Custody in Texas

This section analyzes data about how people in custody who died from COVID were involved in the criminal justice system. It presents information about whether people had been convicted of crimes, their offenses, the length of their sentences, and whether they were eligible or approved for parole. This data is important because these factors impact potential policy solutions for preventing deaths in custody from the COVID. These policy solutions will be explored in a future report.

Had the people who died from COVID in Texas jails been convicted of a crime?

Figure 19 shows that of those who died from COVID in a Texas county jail, the vast majority, 11 out of 14, or almost 80%, were in pre-trial detention and had not been convicted of any crimes.

Figure 19: Conviction Information for People Who Died from COVID in Texas County Jails May - September 2020

80% of people who died from COVID in jail had not been convicted of a crime.

Why were people who died from COVID in Texas prisons incarcerated?

Figure 20 examines the conviction offenses of the people who died from COVID in TDCJ facilities and compares them to the general TDCJ population. The offenses are broken up into four types that follow TDCJ’s categorization of these crimes: person, drug, property, and other. Person offenses include a broad range of crimes, including robbery, simple assault, sexual assault, and murder. Drug offenses include manufacturing, delivery, and possession of drugs. Property crimes consist of offenses such as burglary or arson. Finally, “other” offenses include technical violations, DWIs, and other miscellaneous offenses.

Most people incarcerated in Texas prisons have been convicted of person offenses, so we would expect to see that these individuals also account for most COVID deaths. However, as Figure 20 also shows, people incarcerated for person crimes make up a disproportionately large share of COVID deaths compared to people convicted of other offenses, while the reverse is true for the other three offense categories. This disparity makes some intuitive sense, since person offenses often carry longer sentences, meaning that people convicted of these crimes are more likely to age in prison, putting them at a higher risk of dying from COVID.
Were people who died from COVID in Texas prisons likely to be released someday?

Among those who died from COVID in a TDCJ facility, 137 people (73%) were not serving life sentences. In other words, they would have been released to the community at some point, had they not died. Figure 21 shows this population represents almost three-quarters of prison deaths.

How close to mandatory release were people who died from COVID in Texas prisons at the time of their deaths?

Figure 22 looks at how long people who died from COVID in TDCJ facilities had until their prison discharge date, excluding anyone who was serving a life sentence. While the majority of people who died still had at least 10 years left on their sentence, 11 people (8%) died with less than a year until their mandatory release date and an additional 10 people (7.5%) died within a year or two of their release date. Importantly, this chart focuses on the longest possible time these individuals had remaining in prison, since most would be eligible for parole or discretionary mandatory supervision at various earlier points.
Figure 22: Breakdown of Texas Prison COVID Deaths by Amount of Time Remaining on Sentence April - September 2020

21 people died from COVID in Texas prisons with less than 2 years remaining on their sentence.

Texas Prison COVID Deaths by Time Remaining on Sentence
April - September 2020

- Sources: Texas Department of Criminal Justice, Texas Justice Initiative, and U.S. Census Bureau

Figure 23 looks at how much of their sentences people had completed at the time of their deaths from COVID, limiting the analysis to people who were not serving life sentence. Among this population, nearly half had served over 50% of their sentence when they died. Additionally, almost three-quarters of those who died from COVID had completed at least 25% of their sentence. This is an important metric because in most cases people in custody are eligible for parole after completing 25% of their sentence. For people who are convicted of the most serious offenses (so-called “3g offenses”), they are eligible for parole after serving 50% of their sentence.

Figure 23: Breakdown of Texas Prison COVID Deaths by Percentage of Sentence Completed April - September 2020

Among incarcerated people who died from COVID in Texas prisons, 26 had completed at least 75% of their sentence.

Percentage of Sentence Completed at Time of Death
April - September 2020

- Sources: Texas Department of Criminal Justice and Texas Justice Initiative

---

8 Note that the time served on a sentence is based only on the offense of record, as recorded in the High Value Data Set. A person may also have a separate sentence on another charge, or may be serving time on a parole revocation that would not have credited time spent on parole towards completion of the sentence.
Were people who died from COVID in Texas prisons eligible or approved for parole?

Figure 24 shows that 102 people, or 58%, of those who died in a Texas prison from COVID were eligible at the time of their deaths for parole consideration because they had already served the minimum sentence requirement. “Parole eligible” means that the Parole Board could consider them for release, not that they would in fact be granted a favorable parole decision.

Figure 24: Parole Eligibility of People Who Died of COVID in Texas Prisons
April - September 2020

58% of the people who died from COVID in Texas prisons were eligible for parole at the time of their death.

Parole-eligible COVID Deaths
April - September 2020

Sources: Texas Department of Criminal Justice and Texas Justice Initiative

Our analysis further indicates that most people who were parole-eligible at the time of their death had been eligible for longer than a year. On average, they had been parole-eligible for 6.5 years before they died.

Additionally, 9 people died from COVID after they were approved for release on parole, but they were still incarcerated at the time of their death. There is often a lag time between the decision to approve someone for parole release and the actual release date, as there may be a requirement for the person to participate in a program prior to actual release. However, as our forthcoming report will discuss, many of these required programs have been put on hold during the pandemic.

VIII. Conclusion

The preliminary data in this brief should be viewed as a starting point for policy discussions about Texas' failure to curb the spread of the virus in its corrections facilities and the resulting devastating human toll of COVID behind bars. And again, these numbers are conservative; the true toll of the pandemic is likely much higher. The brief also presents the data necessary to begin any discussion about potential policy solutions.
Our research team will be issuing a future report that goes into even more detail about this data, documents the lives of those who died from COVID in Texas prisons and jails, examines the steps that Texas has taken or not taken to date to address the COVID risks in custodial settings, and identifies critical policy recommendations to stem the crisis. While there is much about the virus that we do not yet know, what we do know is that COVID is having a devastating impact on the people who live and work in our state’s prisons and jails. We thus have a moral obligation to put this data to immediate use to better protect incarcerated people and staff in Texas’ correctional facilities.
Methodological Appendix

This Appendix provides detailed information about the sources we used to gather the data for our analysis, and our methodological approach to our analysis.

Average daily population counts (ADP)

The prison ADP was calculated by averaging the March 2020 and September 2020 population totals provided by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ). These are the most recent totals and they can be found in the High-Value Datasets that TDCJ publishes on a monthly basis. The most recent dataset can be downloaded on the TDCJ website.

The jail ADP was calculated using abbreviated population reports published by the Texas Commission on Jail Standards. We averaged the last four monthly counts, from July 1, 2020 to October 1, 2020, to mirror the timeline provided by TDCJ’s population counts. These population reports can be found on TCJS's website.

Infection and death counts

All prison infection counts are taken from The Marshall Project. The Marshall Project’s regularly updated “A State-by-State Look at Coronavirus in Prisons” page contains case counts and death counts for every jurisdiction since the beginning of the pandemic. Infection counts were last collected on October 15, 2020.

Texas prison and jail death counts are extensively tracked by the Texas Justice Initiative (TJI). TJI maintains an extensive COVID death dataset after monitoring custodial death reports filed with the Texas Office of the Attorney General, news releases published by the Bureau of Prisons and Texas Department of Criminal Justice, and daily tallies from the Texas Commission on Jail Standards from county jails. We use TJI instead of The Marshall Project for Texas death counts because TJI’s data contains names associated with every death whenever possible, and this is essential for our later analyses. Prison death counts for all other jurisdictions are taken from The Marshall Project’s regularly updated “A State-by-State Look at Coronavirus in Prisons” page.

Texas prison staff deaths have been compiled from the official TDCJ website and media mentions of staff deaths. We compiled data on local jail staff deaths based on information from news articles we found using Google alerts. Data on jail staff deaths may not be exhaustive. Prison staff deaths for all other jurisdictions are taken from The Marshall Project’s regularly updated “A State-by-State Look at Coronavirus in Prisons” page.


All death counts were last updated on October 4, 2020.

Infection rates and deaths as a proportion of populations

Prison infection rates for Texas and for the U.S. prison population as a whole were calculated by dividing total COVID case counts in a prison system by the total population count of that prison system, and then multiplying by 10,000. We used case counts from The Marshall Project’s “A State-by-State Look at Coronavirus in Prisons” page, and prison population counts come from their “COVID Tracking In Prisons” database. Population counts capture prison populations from roughly mid-March 2020 to the end of August 2020. We used only March 2020 counts as they reflect prison populations before most pandemic-related policies were implemented. Additionally, we wanted to stay consistent as we use an agency-provided dataset in later analyses capturing the Texas prison population in March 2020.
Prison deaths as a proportion of populations for Texas were calculated by dividing total deaths from COVID in a prison system by the population of that prison system, and then multiplying by 10,000. Texas COVID death counts come from TJI. All prison population counts were taken from The Marshall Project's GitHub.

Infection and deaths per 10,000 for the Texas and U.S. general populations were calculated by dividing the number of COVID cases or deaths in a given population by its total population, then multiplying by 10,000. For non-incarcerated populations, we used case and death counts from the New York Times COVID-19 dashboard. Population data for Texas comes from the most recent U.S. Census Bureau population estimates. Population data for the U.S. comes from the U.S. Census Bureau population clock as of September 29, 2020.

All rates were last updated on October 4, 2020.

Location and unit data

Data from TJI included the location of all Texas jail deaths and Texas prison deaths. TDCJ published data about the prison units in which staff deaths occurred.

To calculate the percentage of people who died in the seven units with the highest number of deaths, we used the data from TJI to determine the number of deaths in each unit and then divided that number by the population of a given unit based on population data from TDCJ’s High-Value Dataset.

TDCJ’s High-Value Datasets can be downloaded on the official TDCJ website. We used an archived file from March 2020 because more recent datasets do not include data profiles for individuals who died before the most recent publication. This time frame is also consistent with population counts used in infection rates and deaths as a proportion of populations.

Age data

To determine the age breakdown of all Texas prison deaths from COVID, we used datasets from TJI and TDCJ. TJI provides an individual’s full name, age, race, and unit of confinement for every COVID death. TDCJ’s High-Value Dataset, mentioned above, includes a detailed data profile for every individual confined in TDCJ facilities. Between the information provided by TJI and information available on the High-Value Dataset, we were able to determine the ages of everyone who died from COVID in a Texas prison. We used the High-Value Datasets to determine the breakdown of the total TDCJ population by age group and then compared that to prison deaths from COVID.

To determine the age breakdown of all Texas jail deaths, we relied on data provided by TJI.

To determine the age breakdown of all Texas staff deaths, we used information published by TDCJ for prison staff and information published by the media for jail staff.

Racial data

To determine the racial breakdown of all Texas prison deaths, we used datasets from TJI and TDCJ. TJI provides an individual’s full name, age, race, and unit of confinement for every COVID death. Using names and other unique identifiers provided by TJI, we were able to successfully match 179 of 190 individuals to their full TDCJ data profile in the High-Value Dataset mentioned above. For the 11 individuals we were unable to match, we used custodial death reports linked by TJI to find their race.
To determine the racial breakdown of all Texas jail deaths, we used TJL's dataset and TJL's linked custodial death reports.

We used TDCJ's dataset to determine the racial breakdown of Texas prisons as a whole. County jails and federal facilities, and private facilities that do not contract with TDCJ are not included in this dataset nor in our racial breakdown.

Finally, Texas' state population racial data comes from the most recent Census Bureau estimates.

Conviction and Sentencing Status

To determine the sentencing status for prison deaths, we used TDCJ's High-Value Dataset from March 2020, which includes each individual's offense, sentence, and parole status. A successful match between a TDCJ data profile and TJL datapoint includes an individual's name, date of death, date of birth, sex at birth, race, unit of confinement, projected release, parole eligibility date, offense, offense and sentence dates, sentence, and last parole decision. The 11 individuals we were unable to match due to inadequate identifiers are excluded from the sentencing status analyses.

To compare conviction rates for different categories of offenses between Texas prison deaths and the total TDCJ population, we used data from TDCJ’s yearly statistical report from Fiscal Year 2019.

For jail deaths, we used custodial death reports linked by TJL to determine whether an individual was convicted of a crime at the time of their death.